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ABSTRACT
Developers are often faced with a natural language change request (such as a bug report) and tasked with identifying all code elements that must be modified in order to fulfill the request (e.g., fix a bug or implement a new feature). In order to accomplish this task, developers frequently and routinely perform change impact analysis. This formal demonstration paper presents ImpactMiner, a tool that implements an integrated approach to software change impact analysis. The proposed approach estimates an impact set using an adaptive combination of static textual analysis, dynamic execution tracing, and mining software repositories techniques. ImpactMiner is available from our online appendix http://www.cs.wm.edu/semeru/ImpactMiner/

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement—enhancement, restructuring, reverse engineering, and reengineering

General Terms
Documentation, Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the development and maintenance of a software system, developers are frequently given change requests that they must implement in the project. Given such a change request (e.g., bugs or feature requests) the developers must identify relevant source code entities that need to be modified. This activity is referred to as change impact analysis or simply impact analysis (IA) [1] and it is a fundamental part of the software development and maintenance process.

Two good starting points in performing IA are project’s documentation and developers’ experience on that project. However, many times these sources are not available, since the documentation for a given project may be either inaccurate or missing entirely or because the original developers are no longer available. In such situations, developers must look into other sources of information about the project. IA was traditionally performed by analyzing the static and dynamic information about a software system, or by using Information Retrieval (IR) techniques. In addition to these traditional sources of information, one recent source of information that is recognized and used is the software repositories. Mining Software Repositories (MSR) approaches analyze historical changes in the source code repositories to determine co-changed source code elements and infer association rules. Gethers et al. [2] proposed a scenario driven approach for IA that recommends impact sets based on the available sources of information generated using IR, dynamic and MSR techniques.

In this paper we introduce a novel tool for IA called ImpactMiner, which implements the adaptive approach to IA that was evaluated in our previous work [2]. ImpactMiner is a new addition to the limited suite of IA tools, such as JRipples [3] and Chianti [4], which use static and/or dynamic techniques. ImpactMiner uses co-changes from source code repositories, as well as, combining multiple sources of information. Our previous work [2] showed that the combination of the results are statistically significantly better than the results obtained from any single technique or any combination of two techniques.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Integrated Impact Analysis
Our approach adapts to the available sources of information, such as textual, dynamic and historical, and provides support for combining these sources of information to improve the results for IA [2]. For a given maintenance task the approach works as follows. First, IR is used to retrieve textually similar methods for a change request. Second, if the developer is able to generate an execution trace based on a scenario that exercises the feature of interest, she can combine this information with the textual information (similar to the SITIR approach [5]) in order to get improved results. Finally, once the developer identifies a relevant method, she can use historical information to get recommendations on other relevant methods (i.e., methods that could be of interest because they were co-changed frequently in the past). In addition, she can use the historical information in combination with textual and dynamic information (if available). An evaluation involving four Java systems showed that combining IR, dynamic and MSR techniques produced results that were statistically significant better than stand-alone techniques [2].

2.2 Related Work
ImpactMiner is built on top of FLAT3 [7], a tool for performing feature location using textual searches, execution traces, a combination of the two, annotating features, and visualization. ImpactMiner is different than JRipples and Chianti because in addition to static and dynamic information, it leverages historical data and enables developers to combine these types of information in the way that best suits their needs.

We refer the interested reader to the related work presented in our previous work [2].

3. IMPACTMINER

ImpactMiner is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in on top of FLAT3 [7]. In addition to the inherited features from FLAT3, ImpactMiner extracts evolutionary co-changes from SVN repositories, and allows developers to perform IA via the techniques introduced by Gethers et al. [2], namely IR, dynamic (Dyn) and historical (Hist) techniques, or any combinations of these. Among these three techniques IR is the least costly in terms of human effort, but its performance is not always optimal [2]. Using additional Dyn or Hist sources of information requires more human effort in terms of gathering the data, but it produces more accurate results. In order to address the tradeoff between human effort and performance we implemented ImpactMiner to allow developers to share the data produced by the Dyn and Hist techniques with other developers. For example, a manager or a project leader can generate a set of execution traces or can mine data from the SVN repositories and extract evolutionary couplings, and can share this data with the rest of the team. The benefit consists of reducing the amount of manual human effort to a minimum.

3.1 Inherited Features

In addition to its own original features, ImpactMiner inherits the following features from FLAT3 that were used for feature location: using the IR engine based on Lucene1 to search for methods given a natural language user query, generating execution traces, combining results from IR and execution traces, annotating features, and visualizing the distribution of the search results among different lines of code.

One of the valuable inherited features to Impact Analysis is feature annotation. Having identified one or more methods as being related to a high-level concept or feature, the developer can annotate those methods with the name of the feature (or bug ID) that they are related to. This annotation should simplify the future attempts to fix or improve such a feature, as there will already be an identified set of related methods.

3.2 Extracting Evolutionary Co-Changes

ImpactMiner supports IA by extracting evolutionary co-changes from SVN repositories. The major preprocessing steps are enumerated next.

3.2.1 SVN Repositories Mining

The first part of generating evolutionary co-changes consists of mining SVN repositories to extract change-sets of the source code. Figure 1 (left) shows the options needed to mine the repository, such as the URL of the SVN repository (e.g., the trunk or any repository branches if needed). We use the SVNKit2 library for all the operations involving the SVN repository. By default, the access to the repository uses anonymous authentication. However, in cases when repositories require authentication, a window prompting for a username and password will appear. In addition, developers must select a period of time for extracting SVN commits, by specifying a start and end date. Alternatively, the developer can choose a more precise range of revisions, by specifying the starting and ending revisions (see Figure 1 (left)).

ImpactMiner iterates through the SVN commits specified by the developer, and stores the Java source code files associated with those commits on disk. If a file was added in revision N, the file stored on disk is in folder N/fileName.java.revN. If a file was modified in revision N, then that version of the file and the previous version of the file are saved on disk (e.g., N/fileName.java.revN and N/fileName.java.revN − 1).

The developer has the option to refine the range of revisions (see Figure 2 (4)), in order to include more or less history to extract evolutionary couplings. For systems with abundant history, downloading a large period of history can take from a few minutes to a few hours. To alleviate this potential issue, ImpactMiner supports caching and importing/exporting of change-sets. The caching mechanism allows all the previously downloaded change-sets to be stored on disk. Hence, if the developer decides to increase the range of commits, only the change-sets that were not previously downloaded will need to be downloaded, reducing the waiting time considerably. The import/export features (see Figure 2 (4)) allow sharing the downloaded data with other team members.

3.2.2 Generating Itemsets

The second part of generating evolutionary co-changes consists of extracting the names of the methods that were modified in the SVN commits. We used the Java tool made available by Dit et al. [8], which uses the Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT)3 to generate the generate an abstract syntax tree (AST) of a Java class.

For each of the downloaded SVN commits, if a file was modified in that commit, (i) we generated an AST of the current file version, (ii) we generated an AST of the previous file version and (iii) we compared the current and previous version in order to
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1 http://lucene.apache.org/
2 http://svnkit.com/
3 http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
produce a list of methods that were modified between those two versions. If a file was added to an SVN commit, we used the same tool to extract its method names. Note that commits with a large number of modified files were excluded from the analysis.

The list of modified methods, which are associated with each revision, constitute the itemsets we will use as input for finding the frequent itemsets in the transactions (i.e., SVN commits). These itemsets are cached on disk to avoid regenerating them once they are generated. In addition, they can be shared between team members using the import/export feature (see Figure 2 (4)).

3.2.3 Mine Evolutionary Co-Changes

Once the transactions (i.e., SVN commits) and their itemsets (i.e., list of methods changed in those commits) are generated, we mined association rules of the form \([mA] \Rightarrow \{mB, mC, \ldots\}\). The association rules that have less than a user specified support and confidence value are ignored. The support value of an itemset \(X\), noted as \(\text{supp}(X)\), is characterized by the proportion of transactions which contain that itemset. The confidence of a rule \(X \Rightarrow Y\) is defined as \(\text{conf}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{supp}(X \cup Y)}{\text{supp}(X)}\). The developer can specify the minimum values for support and confidence in the settings window (see Figure 2 (right)).

These rules have only one method as the antecedent (e.g., \(mA\)), which represents the seed method (e.g., see method UMLClassifierPackageImportsListModel from Figure 2 and Figure 2 (5)), and a set of methods as consequent (e.g., \(mB, mC, \ldots\)). Intuitively, these rules can be interpreted as "developers who modified method \(mA\) in the past, also modified methods \(mB, mC, \ldots\)." ImpactMiner takes as input a seed method that a developer found to be of interest, and suggests a list of methods that could be of interest for IA. These methods represent the union of all the consequents, where the seed method is the antecedent, ranked by their confidence and support values. These results are presented to the user in the "Results View" (see Figure 3, where the results of Hist are enabled, results or IR are hidden, and results of Dyn are disabled). These methods are ranked based on their confidence scores.

Similarly to the other historical data, the association rules that are generated for a given period and a given support and confidence values are cached on disk and can be shared with other developers.

3.3 IR, Dyn and Hist

Based on the types of data available, ImpactMiner allows the developer to modify or refine the data produced by those techniques (e.g., IR, Dyn or Hist), analyze the results of individual techniques, or combine the results of those techniques to achieve better results [2].

![Figure 2 The Results View of ImpactMiner: The columns represent the rank, accessibility levels, name of the method/field, class name, IR similarity or confidence value, full method name, feature name. (1) The buttons represent the three states (e.g., disabled, hidden and enabled) for the three sources of information: textual (IR), dynamic (Ex) and historical (H). (2) IR buttons to refine and clear the query. (3) Buttons for running/exporting/importing a trace. (4) Buttons for configuring MSR settings, exporting and importing the MSR data; (5) Option to run MSR technique using the selected method as seed.](image-url)
query and the Hist results are ranked based on their confidence and support values. The results produced by the Dyn technique are not ranked. For additional details about the combination process we refer the interested reader to our previous work [2].

IRDyn Enabling both the IR (IR) and Dyn (Ex) buttons the results produced are the ones generated by the SITIR [5] approach (i.e., it eliminates from the IR results the ones that do not appear in the execution trace).

IRHist By combining these two approaches, the results produced by IR on positions \(i\) appear in the IRHist list on positions \(2i - 1\), whereas the results produced by Hist on positions \(i\) appear in the IRHist list on positions \(2i\). If a method appears in both IR and Hist lists, it will appear only once in IRHist.

DynHist This combination returns only the methods that appear both in the execution trace and in the results of the association rules.

IRDynHist The combination of all three sources of information is performed as follows. First, the results of IRDyn are computed. Second, the results of IRDyn are interweaved with the results of Hist (i.e., the by IRDyn on positions \(i\) appear in the IRDynHist list on positions \(2i - 1\), whereas the results produced by Hist on positions \(i\) appear in the IRDynHist list on positions \(2i\)). Similarly to the case of IRHist, if a method appears in both IRDyn and Hist lists, it will appear only once in IRDynHist.

3.4 Availability

More information about ImpactMiner can be found on our webpage\(^4\), which contains the source code and a video demonstrating its main features.

3.5 Usage Example

Our approach to IA instantiated in our ImpactMiner tool was evaluated in our previous work [2]. In this section we provide an example of the results by ImpactMiner for issue \#1942 of ArgoUML\(^5\). The results produced using IR are presented in Figure 2, and the results produced by choosing the method on rank five as the seed method for Hist are presented in Figure 3. The results returned by Hist are part of the gold set associated with bug \#1942 and are complementary with the results returned by IR (see column “Feature” from Figure 2).

3.6 Future Work

First we want to include the incremental indexing functionality of Lucene, which will allow updating the corpus with only the methods that were changed, as opposed to re-indexing the entire system for each change in the code. Second, we want to provide statistics such as the number of commits downloaded, average number of commits per file, number of transactions, average number of itemsets, etc. This will help the user choose the association rules parameters more easily. Third, we want to improve our export/import feature for all the historical data (e.g., commits, itemsets, association rules), to make sharing easier. Fourth, we want to provide users with different options for combining the results from these three different sources. Fifth, we want extend ImpactMiner to support GIT repository mining in addition to SVN repository mining. Finally, we would like to conduct a user study to evaluate the benefits of this tool.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced ImpactMiner, a tool that implements the adaptive approach to IA presented in our previous work [2]. ImpactMiner allows developers to extract co-changes from SVN repositories at method level granularity. In addition it allows developers to use different techniques (e.g., IR, dynamic and MSR), or a combination of these techniques, based on the available sources of information.
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